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Invigorate your consulting practice with this series of sharply focused, practical chapters designed to deliver measurable results. Assess the health of your organization using Purba and Delaney's 12 Keys methodology--metrics that track the value of a consulting organization's activities and investments--to measure for positive impact on the client, employee, and profitability. Use these, along with ready-to-use forms and checklists, to effectively analyze your practice in terms of:
	Client Satisfaction  
	Resource Utilization  
	Employee Health and Morale  
	Average Billing Rate  
	Accounts Receivable  
	Operational Costs  
	Average Sales Discounts  
	Sales Pipeline  
	Engagement Backlog  
	Sales Hit Ratio  
	Resource Leverage  
	Practice Risk and Exposure  


Once you've established a benchmark for your current practice, follow practical, tested recommendations to improve overall business performance. Set measurable marketing and sales goals, then focus on productive client engagements. These engagements are the core of your practice, and this invaluable tool provides a thorough overview of how to plan, implement, run, and close them successfully. You'll also tackle the challenges of juggling multiple client engagements, as well as consider legalities, quality control, risk mitigation, and more.

After mastering the details of a sound and profitable client engagement, learn the ins and outs of running a solvent IT consulting practice. Discover internal management techniques designed to increase employee/consultant satisfaction, and learn to efficiently handle business issues such as client A/P and A/R, tax and insurance issues, and more.

This wealth of information and practical advice offers a new way of measuring and improving your skills. Whether you're a frontline consultant, established practice manager, or a client dealing with consultants, improve your business agility and maintain the acumen necessary to ensure profitability and long-term success with High-Value IT Consulting.

Online supplements include customizable forms, surveys, and checklists to help you manage your practice.
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Advanced Digital Signal Processing and Noise ReductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Signal processing plays an increasingly central role in the development of modern telecommunication and information processing systems, with a wide range of applications in areas such as multimedia technology, audio-visual signal processing, cellular mobile communication, radar systems and financial data forecasting. The theory and application of...
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Mac OS X Help Line, Tiger EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
With every update, Mac OS X grows more powerful, more dependable, and easier to use--and Mac OS X Tiger is no exception. But along with the new features come fresh issues--new areas to troubleshoot, new functionality to unravel, and new glitches waiting to confound even the savviest Mac users. Not to worry.   Best-selling author and Mac guru Ted...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Excel 2003Que, 2003
Does your life play out in a spreadsheet? Are numbers in columns and rows what make or break you in the work world?

If you answered yes to either of these questions, then Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Excel 2003 is the book that will make it all better. Learn...
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Hadoop: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2009
Hadoop: The Definitive Guide helps you harness the power of your data. Ideal for processing large datasets, the Apache Hadoop framework is an open source implementation of the MapReduce algorithm on which Google built its empire. This comprehensive resource demonstrates how to use Hadoop to build reliable, scalable, distributed systems: programmers...
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Quantitative MRI of the Brain: Measuring Changes Caused by DiseaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	This book was conceived one balmy March evening on the banks of the river Brisbane, in Queensland, Australia, where I had just arrived for a sabbatical, and it became clear that the traditions of measurement science and MRI should meet. The notion of a guide, a cook-book, for quantitative MRI (qMR) techniques took seed, and attained its own...
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Sun Certified Web Component Developer Study Guide (Exams 310-081 & 310-082) (Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2005
An integrated study system based on proven instructional methodology, this book and CD package shows you not only what--but how--to study for the SCWCD exam. The book offers complete coverage of all official exam objectives, 190+ practice exam questions, step-by-step exercises, on-the-job elements, and chapter self-tests. The CD-ROM contains...
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